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first person

in focus.

schrock of ambient life photography captures the quintessential
to-do list in denver this winter. from the ultimate weekend
getaway to a captivating museum, his picks are picture-perfect.

design at hand

My must-read design book is anything
by Stefan Sagmeister; a genius in the
world of graphic design, he has pushed
so many boundaries in the field. I have
always found something that stands out
in his books that pertains to something
either in my life today or in the past.
sagmeisterwalsh.com

meal ticket

Modern and lively, I love dining at
Izakaya Den on South Pearl Street,
a sake house with delicious tapas. I
recommend the diver scallops served
on a bed of cauliflower puree and yuzu
pearls. The open-air patio is beautiful
and relaxing with outdoor lights twinkling
overhead—the perfect atmosphere to
enjoy a cocktail and conversation.
izakayaden.net

instant gratification

This winter, I’ll be taking a trip to
Steamboat to lounge in the natural hot
springs. It’s the perfect weekend trip to do
nothing but read and relax in the springs
with sweeping views of the snow-capped
mountains. steamboat.com

charming contradiction

Tucked away amongst the natural
landscape, the Clyfford Still Museum
is an absolutely beautiful space both
inside and out. The building itself is
somewhat oxymoronic: The exterior is
concrete with hard, sharp angles, but
the interiors are warm and inviting.
The artwork goes on for days and I
always discover something new each
time I visit. clyffordstillmuseum.org

grind it out

Stella’s Coffee Haus on South Pearl
Street is a great place to get coffee.
They do a delicious cold-press stock
for their iced coffee that’s refreshing
and an eye-opener to say the least. It’s
so rich, smooth and perfect every time.
I recommend this with a fair amount of
whole milk. stellascoffee.com

put a ring on it

Williams Jewelers of Cherry Creek
North introduced me to the jewelry
brand Sholdt, whose pieces are custom
made-to-order. It may be cliché since I
recently got married, but my signature
piece is my one-of-a-kind wedding band.
williamsjewelers.net; sholdtdesign.com
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with his camera and 20mm lens in hand, photographer dan

